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The Researcher-in-residence programme at the KB,
National Library of the Netherlands
Create a funding opportunity for early career researchers, learn about new digital
humanities research methods, rediscover the digitised collection and open it up in
novel ways all in one go? That is what the Koninklijke Bilbliotheek (KB), National
Library of the Netherlands does with its researcher-in-residence programme.
The KB, National Library of the Netherlands, started its mass digitisation projects in 1999,
having digitised selected items from its collection since 1995. With currently more than 16
million pages of newspapers, books, journals and radio bulletins available online at the search
portal Delpher1 the digital collection of the KB grew to a size where researchers could not
close read2 all documents anymore.

Digital methods
More and more research was being done using digital tools and methods, such as ngram
viewers3 and linked search interfaces 4. However, this work was mostly organised outside of
the KB by researchers. Projects where the KB was involved in as a partner, such as IMPACT 5
, and CATCH6, were dwindling down due to cuts in governmental and European funding.

New ways of collaboration
We felt that we were losing the oversight of how researchers worked with our digitised
collection and wanted to find a way to strengthen our relationship with the research community
and to learn about the new methods in humanities research and how these worked in relation
to our own collection. To do this, we set up our Researcher-in-residence programme in 2014.

Setup of the programme
In this programme, we invite early career researchers to propose a project, following a call for
proposals7, that requires computational techniques to answer a research question using our
digital collection. The projects can be six months maximum and the researchers are seconded
to the KB for 50 percent of their working time. During the projects, they are supported by the
KB Digital Humanities team, consisting of a curator Digital Collections, two Digital Scholarship
Advisors and two research software engineers, of which one supports the researcher for one
day a week. We can house two researchers a year, ideally without much overlap, and ask
them to spend at least one day a week in the KB at the Research department.

Requirements
The projects and researchers need to fulfil several requirements in order to be accepted into
the review process. First, the researcher needs to be at the beginning of their career. We
define this by being in the final phase of a PhD project, or having received their PhD in the last
five years. Also, due to practical reasons, the researcher needs to be employed by a
European research institute as a teacher or researcher, be available for six consecutive
months and have the possibility of travelling to the KB one day a week.

Application process
The projects are proposed using a form 8, unifying the proposals as much as possible. All
entries are judged on:
Originality and quality
Link with techniques and methods currently applied at the KB Research Department
Feasibility (technically, legally and practically)
How the KB data will be showcased and used
Wether the end results are of use for a wider community
We recommend applicants to contact us before submitting to discuss their proposal, in order
to line up their project with the goals and criteria of the programme and the KB.

Review process

The projects are evaluated by a review committee of 10-14 reviewers, consisting of experts in
various fields, such as history, computer science and literary studies, with one expert as the
chair. The KB also contributes to this committee with two votes, one from the Research
department, where the work is being carried out, and one from the Collections department,
where the collections are housed on which the work is being built. Two projects are selected
during this meeting, the availability of the researchers taken into account, and two back up
projects in case one researcher becomes unavailable.

Example projects and outcomes
The projects we ran have ranged from researching possibilities of working with topic modelling
software, extracting more than 1.5 million images from the digitised newspapers 9, to
automatically recognising genre in newspaper articles 10. All projects are eventually shared
through the KB Lab 11 with live demos where possible. In one of our latest projects we worked
together with Melvin Wevers 12, a PhD student from Utrecht University. He is interested in the
depiction of objects in newspaper advertisements and wanted to know how he could
automatically recognise items such as cigarettes, cars and toothpaste. Together with Juliette
Lonij13 they made SIAMESE 14 - a tool to browse almost 500.000 newspaper advertisements
15using image recognition software. The tool is freely available through our Lab and on Github
16, and the dataset is available for research purposes upon request.

Lessons learned: Setup
We have run the programme for almost four years now, with nine researchers so far and have
also made some necessary changes to the setup. To start, we initially ran three projects in a
pilot phase in 2014-2015, where we worked with researchers we had invited to the KB.
However, we felt that using a call for proposals would reach a wider group of researchers,
allowing a more transparent process and it also gave us the opportunity to connect with the
experts we invite into the review committee. During these pilots, we also learned that three
projects in one year were too much. They had some overlap in time, which was interesting for
the researchers to network and discuss ideas, but proved to be too impractical for the KB
team. This led to the decision to invite just two researchers per year and keep the overlap to a
minimum.

Lessons learned: Review process

The review process has also been adjusted during the years and the form underwent several
changes, ending up as a Word document with several sections where each section has a
maximum amount of words to be used and includes a short CV of the proposer, their top three
publications and a bibliography. The reviewers are asked to fill out the comments in a
dedicated form which rates the criteria listed above on a 1 to 5 scale. Consequently, we ask
the reviewers to make a ranged list of the projects to discuss during a review meeting at the
KB. This facilitates the discussion and gives a quick overview of which projects are most
promising and where more discussion is needed.

Future
The programme was originally set up to run for four years. This means that the programme is
to be evaluated in 2018 and a decision will be made to continue it or not. We will also run two
projects in 2018, both of which have been selected in the review meeting in September 2017.
We feel that the programme has brought us what we hoped it would and would encourage
other libraries with similar wishes and collections to undertake such an endeavour, as it not
only strengthens your relationship with the research community, it also brings you valuable
knowledge about tools, methods and your own collection.

Figures
Years: 2014 – 2018

Cost per year: approx. 50.000 euro (including support and overhead)

Submitted proposals: 24

Accepted proposals: 6 (plus 3 pilot projects)

Researchers: 11

Published datasets: 2

Published tools: 6 (plus 2 in final phase)
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Abstract
English
To engage better with the research community using the digitised content of the library and to
learn more about how the collection works in digital humanities (DH) research, the KB,
National Library of the Netherlands, has set up a researcher-in-residence programme where
early career researchers work in the library, with the DH team, on a project for 6 months. This
article introduces the programme, gives examples of research that has been undertaken in
this context and provides lessons learned after having run the programme for four years.
Deutsch
Um einen besseren Austausch mit der Forschungsgemeinschaft herzustellen, welche die
digitalisierten Inhalte der Bibliothek verwendet und um mehr darüber zu erfahren, wie die
Verarbeitung der Sammlungen durch die Digital Humanities (DH) funktioniert, hat die KB, die
nationale Bilbliothek der Niederlande ein „Researcher-in-Residence“ Programm eingerichtet.
Hier arbeiten ForscherInnen, die am Anfang ihrer wissenschaftlichen Karriere stehen, für
sechs Monate an einem Projekt, zusammen mit dem DH-Team der Bibliothek. Dieser Artikel
führt in das Programm ein, zeigt Forschungsprojekte, die in diesem Kontext durchgeführt
wurden und reflektiert, was die Lessons learned nach vier Jahren Laufzeit sind.
Français
Pour améliorer les échanges avec la communauté scientifique qui utilise des contenus
numériques des bibliothèques et pour comprendre comment fonctionne l’exploitation des
collections par les humanités numériques (Digital Humanities - DH), la bibliothèque nationale
des Pays-Bas a établi un programme « Researcher-in-Residence ». Le programme permet
aux chercheurs qui se trouvent au début de leur carrière scientifique de poursuivre leur projet
pendant six mois, en collaboration avec le team DH de la bibliothèque. Cet article décrit le
programme, montre des projets des recherche qui ont été effectués dans ce contexte et
réfléchit sur les « lessons learned » après une durée de quatre ans.

